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Companies involved in battery development face many challenges in meeting OEM requirements of energy storage and safety. In this section
manufacturers of Li-Ion Batteries will address the latest in cell and pack issues including: design, energy storage, battery materials and their
application, safety consideration, battery safety standards, battery testing and analysis, as well as battery simulation and system integration to
improve plug-in and EV performance.
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Analysis of China Oversea Technology M&A In Recent Years

What Investment Opportunities Will NEV Energy Vehicle Bring Us?

Service Strategy of Tesla in China

Round Table Discussion One: How to Find Investment Opportunities
in NEV Industry

Round Table Discussion Two: Discussion of the Benign MOdel of
China's NEV Business Development

Simulation of battery cells design to improve the understanding of
technology and cost

Hui Lin, Technology Transportation Department

Peng Zhou, Sequoia Capital China

Qingfeng Lu, Tesla
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Second generation electric vehicles are currently developed at the leading
OEM¿s. The key component is the battery cell, for which suppliers promise
energy densities of up to 250 Wh/kg in 2016 for at costs of approximately $200.
Using basic cell information and reverse engineering a software tool developed
by the P3 Group is used to gain a better technology understanding of the cell and
it is fit to the suitable application. With the output data from this tool, a cost model
can be used to gain quite precise  cost estimation.Also benchmark tests have
been performed,  in the P3 test facilities in  Aachen to challenge the simulation
model with real life tests. A selection of these results will be presented. This
combination gives a unique possibility to reveal in more detail the secrets of
firstbattery cells and later, the entire battery system.

Panelists -

Panelists -

Zhou Chen; JunHao Zhao; Yan Zhu; 

WeiHan Xu; RuiPing Zhang; Jun Zhu; 



2:30 p.m.

3:00 p.m.

ORAL ONLY

ORAL ONLY

Cheaper xEV batteries via chemistry standardization

Hydrogen and Electrochemical Energy Storage at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory: Enabling Widespread Fuel Cell and Battery Electric
Vehicle Commercialization

TaeKyun Kim, Umicore

David Wood, Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Electric drivetrain cost reduction is considered as the main driver for mass market
electric vehicle adaption. However, only after mass market adoption has
happened, the necessary production volumes will be present to benefit from the
economies of scale.

How to get out of this Catch 22 situation?

Increasing use of common platforms and standardization of cells will be one of
the most important steps in this process. There is a clear trend in the automotive
cell industry towards the usage of NMC based cells in a VDA format for future
designs.

The combination of acceptable safety performance in combination with good
energy & power densities provide a future-proof platform that will significantly
bring down te $/kWh.
 
This presentation explores the following topics in more detail:

¿ Presenting Umicore, global leader in active battery materials
¿  Taking a historic perspective on different mixed chemistries
(LMO/NCA/NMC/LCO)
¿ The Lithium Iron Phosphate case
¿ NMC as the main development platform for the next decade
¿ Technical challenges in the next 5 years
¿ Why the so-called ¿alternatives¿ are still not there.

 
This presentation explores the following topics in more detail:

¿ Presenting Umicore, global leader in active battery materials
¿  Taking a historic perspective on different mixed chemistries
(LMO/NCA/NMC/LCO)
¿ The Lithium Iron Phosphate case
¿ NMC as the main development platform for the next decade
¿ Technical challenges in the next 5 years
¿ Why the so-called ¿alternatives¿ are still not there.

Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) is actively contributing to the materials
and component development that will make low-cost battery electric vehicles
(BEVs) and fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs) available to the general public.  For
widespread commercialization of BEVs and FCEVs, cost targets of about
$200/kWh and $30/kW, respectively, must still be achieved.  This presentation will
cover two major efforts at ORNL related to lowering the electrode production cost
for BEV lithium-ion batteries by up to $111/kWh and reducing the carbon-fiber
cost for FCEV on-board composite hydrogen storage tanks by 25-30%.
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Panel Discussion:  E-Mobility - Opportunities and Challenges

Vehicle and Powertrain Technology Trends

Session Code:

Session Code:

NEVFPANEL

NEVF11

Room Enhance Ballroom 2

Room Enhance Ballrooms 1&2

Manufacturers of plug-in and electric vehicles face numerous technology challenges in creating better performing, more energy efficient and
consumer acceptable electrified powertrains. In addition, China's very specific directives in this area guide some of the product development
pathways. During this session, OEMs and stakeholders in China's NEV technology development and deployment will discuss technical requirements,
product development challenges, and potential solutions.

Keith Wilson, SAE InternationalModerators - 

Richard Byczek, Intertek; Steven Cai, CATL; Zhenxing Fu, SAIC Motor Corporation Limited; Markus
Hackmann, P3 Group; 

Panelists - 
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Finally, It's China's Time to Lead

CATARC NEV

Challenges and Opportunities of Electric Vehicles

Steven Cai, CATL

Zhixin Wu, CATARC

ZhengXing Fu, SAIC Motor Corporation Limited
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Driven by heavy air pollution and high price(both economically and politically) that
China had to pay to keep the imported oil flow into the country, the central
government is now more determined than ever to push the car makers to electrify
their fleet.  State and local governments are using all the tools at their disposal to
encourage the vehicle OEMs to move faster. This presentation will analyze the
key market drivers that are enabling this revolution, as well as review the key
technology trend of the most important component for vehicle electrification ¿ Li-
ion battery.

This presentation analyzes the current state of art technologies used in today¿s
electric vehicles and key components, their technology limitations, and challenges
encountered by the whole industry, such as power batteries, electric machines,
power electronics and motor controls, high voltage safety, powertrain, etc. By
using data and known facts, the potential influence and effects of electric
vehicles, as a revolutionary product, to people¿s living style, infrastructure,
environment and natural resource preservation, and most importantly to
automotive industry are analyzed. Extended analysis is also given to demonstrate
why China is perceived by most experts as the most promising region in the world
to market electric vehicle products. Predictions are given for where the
technological and commercial opportunities are in the electric vehicle industry.
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Energy Management
Session Code: NEVF12

Room Enhance Ballrooms 1&2

High efficiencies are an imperative part of all vehicle systems and components if the ultimate goal of minimum energy consumption and lowest
emissions are to be met. To this end, an extremely precise and complex management system is required. This includes minimization of losses and
energy recuperation. The experts' presentations will describe methods, products and control strategies that provide the product advantages to
increase competitiveness in this area.

10:15 a.m.

11:00 a.m.

11:30 a.m.

12:00 p.m.
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General Motors

Semiconductors as enablers for Fuel Efficient Powertrains in
Traditional and in New Energy Vehicles

Increasing Efficiency of Electric Vehicle Powertrain using IGBT
inverters

How Energy Storage and Power Delivery Solutions Spur Start-Stop
Growth

Matt Crossley, General Motors Co.

Dusan Graovac, Infineon Technologies AG

Christian Pronovost, TM4 Inc.

Thomas Puza, Maxwell Engineering

Time Paper No. Title                                                                                                                                                         

11:00 a.m.Session Time:

US DOE initiated an EV project in 2013 to understand EV drive and charging
behavior. Over 4,000 Leafs and near 2,000 Volts from various regions in the U.S.
enrolled the project. The presentation will report some findings from this EV
project; discuss home vs. workplace vs. public charging. The presentation will
also discuss the combined charging system.

The aim of this presentation is to present the semiconductors based solutions for
fuel efficient powertrains. Special focus is given to  CO2 reduction. Worldwide
trends and efforts for CO2 reduction, including legislations in different countries
will be reviewed. After that, an overview of technical solutions for traditional
vehicles will be given: engine optimization, Air Drag, Transmission, Power on
Demand and Micro Hybridization. The system solutions will be translated into
semiconductor requirements and the current and next generation semiconductor
technologies will be presented. 48V hybrid, as well as high voltage hybrid and
electric vehicles will be reviewed next, where the individual systems (traction,
DC/DC and auxiliaries)  will be addressed from the semiconductor point of view.
In the end, functional safety requirements on the semiconductor components will
be presented.

With the rising cost of semiconductors and limited space for power inverters in
electric and hybrid vehicle applications, the demand for efficient power electronics
is increasing. Greater efficiency has a direct impact on the required size of both
the surface area of the semiconductors and the cooling system. Power
electronics efficiency also has a great impact on other powertrain components
like the battery capacity further increasing the need for higher efficiency.
This presentation discusses the different solutions used today that allows
improved IGBT switching losses and expresses the limitations of these solutions.
The new Reflex Gate Driver Technology is presented with description on how it
can significantly improve IGBT switching losses. Reflex gate driver technology
allows up to twice as much output current from the same IGBT die surface area.
Additional improvements are presented like the use of variable switching
frequency and optimized control algorithms for better energy management. 



Thursday, September 25

The Sustainable Transportation Technology Landscape: Opportunities and Considerations
Session Code: NEVF8

Room Enhance Ballroom 1

Designed for investors and decision makers, this half day session provides an overview of Alternative Propulsion Technologies and how they fit into
the sustainable transportation landscape. Environmental and climate protection requires these technologies, thus becoming an important directive of
many countries and providing industry and investment opportunities. The session considers both passenger cards and public buses and looks at all
aspects which are necessary to improve air quality through the use of alternative propulsion technology. Comprehensive consideration will be given to
existing applications in Europe in the USA and other regions. Currently, the most important alternative energy carriers such as electric energy for
battery and hydrogen for fuel cell are produced from fossil fuel combusted energy plant and in nuclear energy power plants. The production of
renewable energy carriers in a sustainable way in renewable energy plants is only of the most important targets of the next decades. A further aim is
the development of key elements such as of batteries and fuel cells. Therefore, the session also considers new results of battery and fuel cell
research, applications of fuelling and charging, organizational steps for inspection and maintenance and the education of company fellows.
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Supercapacitors in Hybrid Vehicles:  Passenger Cars and Transit
Buses

Keynote Speech

Sustainable Transportation and Landscape

Power Electronics and Electric Motor Drive in Electric Vehicles

Andrew F. Burke, Univ. of California-Davis

Yongqing Hong, Shanghai Municipal Administration of Intellectual Property

Michael Palocz-Andresen

Xi Zhang, Jiao Tong University

Time Paper No. Title                                                                                                                                                         

9:00 a.m.Session Time:

The use of supercapacitors in hybrid vehicles is considered both in place of
batteries and in combination with batteries.  The performance of commercially
available cells and modules and advanced proto-type devices are presented
based primarily on test data taken at UC Davis.  The energy density of the
carbon/carbon EDLC devices is 4-5 Wh/kg and that of hybrid devices is  much
higher being 10-12 Wh/kg for lithiated graphite/carbon devices and up to 30
Wh/kg using carbon mixed with metal oxides.   The power capabilities of all of
these supercapacitors are high being 2 kW/kg and higher for 95%
charge/discharge pulses.

This speech introduces the up-to-date technologies of power electronics and
electric motor drive applied in electric vehicles. The development background and
famous device enterprises are described firstly. Switching devices and circuit
topologies (DC-DC converter, rectifier, inverter, etc.) are then depicted, taking
into account real applications such as the hybrid energy storage system (HESS),
auxiliary power unit (APU), traditional/inductive charger and traction motor
controller. Some novel ideas for the topology design (e.g., soft switching, etc.)
and control strategies (e.g., advanced field-weakening motor control, battery
current ripple reduction control, etc.) for EVs are also given. The future trends of
vehicle-class switching devices (e.g., SiC, GaN, etc.), EMC design and modular
integration are finally delineated.



Thursday, September 25

International Invention and Patent Activity
Session Code: NEVF9

Room Enhance Ballroom 1

Technical patents are gaining more and more importance with the number of national and international patents rapidly increasing. Before the first
discussions with possible partners are done, the fast submission of owned ideas can save the leading role in the cooperation. If inventors want to
make a profit, they must submit a patent application at first. Publication project proposal can follow the patent activity. The ways of national patents
are manageable and clear and the costs are low, provided the techniques of searching, writing and submitting is well known.

10:45 a.m.

11:15 a.m.

11:45 a.m.
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Biogas Generation from Tertiary Biomass

BYD¿s strength and experience at electric transportation

Renewable Energy use and Landscape

Patent wars and electric vehicles

Ziyang Lou, Shanghai Jiao Tong Univ.

Edward Zhou, BYD Auto Co., Ltd.

Michael Palocz-Andresen

Asher Bennett, Teva Motors Ltd

Time Paper No. Title                                                                                                                                                         

11:25 a.m.Session Time:

Generation of the CH4 rich biogas from tertiary biomass and the potential
utilization route in transport sector Biomass is the fourth energy resources in the
world, and it could be used as the alternative for energy generation with the
proper management and suitable technological developments. Currently, bio-
energy generation has been extended from the primary homogeneous biomass,
i.e. energy crops, to more heterogeneous biomass, i.e. waste and residues from
agriculture (including vegetal and animal substances), sewage sludge. Anaerobic
digestion could be applied as the feasibility way for the biogas generation from
the bio-waste/residues with high water content and heterogeneous. In this
lecture, how to get the CH4 rich biogas from the tertiary biomass, i.e. sewage
sludge and bio-fractions from municipal solid waste, will be introduced, and the
potential purification and utilization of these biogas will also be included. Bio-
energy can make an important contribution to the global shift towards sustainable
energy systems, and it can be highly effective in mitigating climate change
through the  replacement of fossil fuels.

During the process for New Energy Vehicle to replace conventional
transportation, the whole industry needs to get a lot of trial to test how the
application of New Energy personal and public transportation can reduce the fuel
consumption and improve the environment. To prove this, BYD has promoted its
EV solution for cities all over the world. To make its solution more efficient, BYD
is also making big efforts to develop its core competence ¿ the Fe battery which
motivate BYD new energy vehicles. In this case, this presentation will illustrate
how BYD EV is merging with the sustainable transportation field, as well as BYD
breakthroughs on battery technology development.



Thursday, September 25

Product Development and Systems Engineering
Session Code: NEVF3

Room Enhance Ballroom 2

The complexity of plug-in hybrid vehicles provides for unique challenges from both a systems engineering and testing perspective when compared
with traditional IC powertrain applications.  In vehicle development the functional testing of hybrid powertrains becomes increasingly important and
the complexity demands new methodologies for executing such tests.  In this section, experts will explore these issues, discuss the impact of this
complexity from a systems engineering perspective, and look at challenges these systems bring when it comes to verification and testing.

3:00 p.m. ORAL ONLY

ORAL ONLY

Experiences of a Shanghai Patent Attorney

Title TBD

Zhong Guo, Shanghai Intellectual Property Agency

Michael Palocz-Andresen

Time Paper No. Title                                                                                                                                                         

9:00 a.m.Session Time:

Lecture one : basic knowledge of intellectual property 
1. Types of intellectual protection
2. Stipulations of service invention
3. Features of patent right
4. Patent Retrieval and update
5. Emphasis of patent examination
6. Patent strategy layout

Lecture two: the process of patent application 
1. General information
2. Required documents
3. Ways of documents submission
4. Official documents during applications
5. Lists of government fees
6. Legal status of patents 

Lecture three: Patent documents writing practice
1. Tap patents to promote innovation
2. Get familiar with patent writing skills
3. Make Preparations for patent writing
4. Extend the scope of intellectual property protection
5. Increase the rate of patent licenses
6. Plan patent layout 

Lecture four: management and applications of intellectual property
1. Regulate intellectual property system
2. Establish intellectual property strategy 
3. Carry out standard of intellectual property
4. Avoid patent infringement
5. Promote intellectual property protection
6. Develop the value of intellectual property



Thursday, September 25

Rechargeable Energy Storage Systems
Session Code: NEVF4

Room Enhance Ballroom 2

RESS are the object of focus of new energy vehicles. RESS in gret measure define  vehicle performance, design and cost. Development and
optimization of energy storage systems are continuously being oursued, bringing with them chemical, mechanical and overall design advances. The
technical and innovative features of development work and products to produce more efficient, lighter, and more powerful RESS will be subjects
addressed in this session.

9:00 a.m.

9:30 a.m.

10:00 a.m.

ORAL ONLY

ORAL ONLY

ORAL ONLY

FUNCTIONAL TESTING OF COMPLETE VEHICLE SYSTEMS

How to test Hybrid/Electric Vehicle controllers in virtual

Abuse Testing of XEVs at the Vehicle Level ¿ Seawater Immersion

Thomas Weck, AVL LIST GmbH

WeiWei Xiong, ETAS Automotive Tech. (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

Erik J. Spek, TUV SUD Canada

Time Paper No. Title                                                                                                                                                         

10:45 a.m.Session Time:

The development of hybrid and plug-in hybrid powertrains for series production
requires additional effort in design, specification, integration and testing. The
presentation reveals how systems engineering and system simulation contribute
to robust and reliable implementation not only in the specification phase, but how
systems engineering and simulation can be used and results can be re-used
throughout all development stages which is specifically critical for plug-in hybrid
applications with larger capacity high voltage batteries.

Different from the normal Hardware-in-Loop tests on the Electric Control Units in
the traditional vehicles, many challenges are introduced for the New Energy
Vehicles. For example, the high voltage signals for the Battery  Management
System, the high-frequency control signals from Motor Control Unit and many
special signals with high precious as well the complicated model requests. Target
to the application requirements from the virtual test for New Energy Vehicles,
ETAS promoted and developed a series of HiL test solutions.

In the Automotive industry, DVP&Rs (Design Verification Plan and Report)
consider most conceivable abuse circumstances for xEVs such as electrical,
thermal and mechanical abuse. The scope of products which are subjected to
these DVP&Rs range from single battery cells up to full vehicles. However, man
and nature sometimes present circumstances that have not been tested for or are
deemed to be so infrequent that they are insignificant. One of these cases is the
immersion of complete xEVs in seawater in circumstances similar to those
encountered during Hurricane Sandy in Port Newark, New Jersey. This paper
describes immersion tests performed on twelve different xEVs and the
consequences of the tests.  The tests were performed in both winter and summer.
A study of the current related immersion test standards was also completed to
help make decisions on the relevance of these tests.
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Fuel Cells
Session Code: NEVF2

Room Enhance Ballroom 2

10:45 a.m.

11:15 a.m.

11:45 a.m.

ORAL ONLY

ORAL ONLY

ORAL ONLY

Analysis of Compound Energy Storage System with Lithium Battery
and Ultrocapacitor for Plug-in hybrid Vehicles

SAE Rechargeable Energy Storage System (RESS) and SAE EV /
EVSE Interoperability Cooperative Research Projects

Stranded Energy in Electric Vehicle Batteries: updates and ongoing
activity

Li Jianqiu, Tsinghua Univ.

Keith Wilson, SAE International

Richard Byczek, Intertek

1:15 p.m.Session Time:

In China the ultrocapacitor had been widely used in hybrid city bus as the energy
storage system (ESS). Compared to the lithium batteries, the ultrocapacitor is
higher charging/discharging efficiency, wider operating temperature range-
especially suitable for low temperature conditions, and longer lifecycle and higher
power density. But the energy density is significant lower than lithium batteries,
which limits its applications in Plug-in hybrid vehicles. How to combined the
advantages of battery and ultrocapacitor, and integrate them together to construct
a Compound Energy Storage System (CESS) in plug-in vehicles to improve the
performance, will be described in this report. The different architecture and
configuration of CESS will be analyzed and compared in this presentation. To
obtain better fuel consumption, lower cost and longer lifecycle than lithium
batteries, a new CESS will be presented in this report.

The presentation will concentrate on a brief overview of SAE International
including history, international focus and SAE electro-mobility ground vehicle
standards development activities. 
Additionally, a synopsis of SAE global EV/Hybrid Vehicle and SAE Battery
Standards will be provided. 
The main focus of the presentation will provide an overview of an
industry/government collaborative effort for the development of Lithium-Ion based
Rechargeable Energy storage System (RESS) safety performance testing
methodologies and appropriate industry metrics to evaluate the safety of Li-Ion
RESS systems applicable to HEVs, PHEVs and EVs.
Attendees will gain an understanding of: 
1) What are the electrification challenges SAE technical committees are working
to resolve?
2) How is SAE International involved in the whole system of electrification?
3) How is SAE International engaging industry representatives in the
development of Lithium-Ion based Rechargeable Energy storage System (RESS)
safety performance testing methodologies and appropriate industry metrics to
evaluate the safety of Li-Ion RESS systems applicable to HEV, PHEV and EV
vehicles? 

What exactly is stranded energy, and why does it matter? After an automobile
accident, residual charge is left in an electric vehicle¿s battery. This stored
energy cannot be directly accessed and becomes stranded, posing a potential
shock or fire hazard. Secondary responders including tow truck operators,
dealerships and vehicle repair shops are all placed at great risk.  Ensuring the
safety of secondary responders and others that come into contact with stranded
energy is crucial. This presentation provides an overview of the gaps identified in
current electric vehicle standards and the ongoing efforts by industry and
regulators to address these gaps related to Stranded Energy.
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Connectivity
Session Code: NEVF5

Room Enhance Ballroom 2

Electric drive powertrains are viewed as the next generation solution to meet zero emission government targets and efficient energy use acceptability.
It is generally agreed that a mix of conventional and new powertrain concepts will be required to meet these targets. This session will  will address the
current and future state of fuels cell techology that vehicle manufacturers are creating to meet those requirements.  Discussions of the technology,
and it's requirements provide an exclusive insight for engineers working in this area to make critical deicsions regarding the future state and
advancement of this technology.

As connectivity becomes more important to consumers, the integration of systems around smart devices, vehicle to infrastructre, and vehicle to
vehicle technologies becomes more critical in automotive development.  This session will focus on the system development, technology
advancemetns and consumer expectation for integration the car as a connected device.

1:45 p.m.

2:15 p.m.

ORAL ONLY

ORAL ONLY

U.S. Department of Energy Hydrogen and Fuels Overview

Fuel Cell Vehicle Development at SAIC Motor Corporation

Fred C. Joseck, Department of Energy

Chendong Huang, SAIC Motor Co.
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3:00 p.m.Session Time:

An overview of the U.S. Department of Energy hydrogen and fuel cell activities
will be presented, focusing on key targets and progress towards meeting those
targets through the applied research and development program within the DOE
Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, the demonstration and
deployment activities, and H2USA, the public-private partnership that has been
formed to address barriers to hydrogen infrastructure in the U.S. The
infrastructure developments for the early market launch of fuel cell electric
vehicles will be discussed.

Fuel Cell Vehicle (FCV) has been recognized as one of the key technologies to
resolve global warming and national energy security. SAIC Motor as one of the
major OEMs in China has also invest  heavily in FCVs. SAIC Motor started FCVs
development since 2000 and  has developed more than 200 FCVs so far. These
FCVs have been operated in 2008 Beijing Olympic and 2010 Shanghai Expo.
After 2010, SAIC Motor has developed FCV strategic plan. This plan has well
established FCV technology and production road map. Following this road map,
SAIC has developed 2 prototype FCVs for validation testing. In the meantime,
SAIC is working with strategic partner to develop fuel cell stack and system to
meet SAIC¿s demand. This presentation describes Fuel cell system development
process including freeze start and reliability, durability test. Furthermore, this
presentation gives FCV development process including vehicle freeze start test,
reliability test and durability test. Test data shows FCVs are capable to operate at
under zero environment. Also, reliability and durability have been significant
improved.



Friday, September 26

OPTIONAL: In-Depth Session on Technology Transfer
Session Code: NEVF10

Room TBD

The maturing portfolio of technology license agreements, especially in areas like New Energy Vehicles, is likely to yield several hundred new product
introductions for the coming year, and even another several hundred over the next two to five years. An increase in the number of licensed products
on the market leads to increased technology licensing sales and resulting increases in profits. Continued creation of new companies will continue
stimulating preproduction investment in inventions within the NEV landscape. This full day session focuses on the identification of new technologies,
protecting technologies through patents and copyrights, and forming development and commercialization strategies, including marketing and
licensing. Since this material builds on the Technology Landscape and Patent topics presented at the SAE New Energy Vehicle Forum the day before,
attendance at the Forum will be helpful, but is not required. The session will be of special interest to small-to-medium enterprises, including startups.
In addition, beyond academic experiments, industry specialists will contribute to the comprehensive treatment of the Technology Transfer process.

Lin Hui; Dr. Hunagcheng; Michael Palocz-Andresen; Vasco Schirrmacher; Liang Xu; Chenliang YinPresenters - 

3:00 p.m.

3:30 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

ORAL ONLY

ORAL ONLY

ORAL ONLY

EV Charging Performance Tests: Grid quality and infrastructure
compatibility

Big Data Analytics for Connected EVs to enable Service Innovations

Overview of Vehicle Package Space Trade-Offs and Interoperability
Issues for Multiple Classes of Vehicles using WPT

Erol Guerocak, P3 Group

Zhu Jun, IBM

Andrew Daga, Momentum Dynamics Corp.

                                                                                                                                                  
                                                                                                                                                  
                                                                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                                                         

ALL DAYSession Time:

In view of the charging procedure of electrical vehicles (EV) the conduction of
worldwide charging performance tests with a variety of pre-production EVs
revealed significant issues and problems. Despite of the evolvement and
employment of engineering standardizations and common norms, the operating
range of EVs is still limited by the charging infrastructure and hence EVs cannot
be used area-wide by customers. In fact, merely 30 percent of all charging
procedures are performed sufficiently, i.e. without any incidents or malfunctions,
respectively. Thus, the interoperability of the charging procedure is of crucial
importance for EV customers, in order to ensure the mobility and reliability during
daily operation of EVs.

In this presentation, the speaker will share vision and practices from IBM on the
convergence of Connected Vehicle (CV) and Electric Vehicle (EV) with a focus on
how big data collected from connected vehicle could be analyzed to generate
insights and drive effectiveness and efficiency in electric vehicles. The speaker
will start from a general introduction of connected vehicle technical and leading
industry practices on analyzing the connected vehicle data, and then focus on
illustrating several typical scenarios of leveraging data analytics approaches to
provide better experiences to EV users.


